STRATEGIC SOURCING MANAGER
NÜWIEL is a Hamburg based startup developing electric transportation solutions for last mile logistics.
NÜWIEL is founded in 2016 with a vision is to improve air quality in big cities and reduce negative impact
of traffic emissions on cities, environment and public health by providing an alternative mobility:
intelligent electric bike trailer.
NÜWIEL’s patent pending technology enables the trailer to automatically accelerate and brake. A cyclist
makes no additional effort when cycling with the trailer, yet carries 150kg. Among our customers are
IKEA, UPS, Airbus as well as city councils and residential areas.
We are looking for an experienced and motivated sourcing manager to manage our supply chain, set
up internal and external documentation processes as well as to develop strategic partnerships and find
cost-effective deals.

YOUR MISSION:
-

Set up effective internal procurement processes for pre-series production and scaling opportunity
Clarify, document and support product and business requirements for vendor partnerships
Drive strategic sourcing and establish forecast demand
Supplier contracting including manage documentation (quotes, contracts, KPIs etc.), negotiate
terms and pricing and establish and communicate contracting timelines
- Support our R&D team with recommendations from suppliers and production partners
- Coordinate annual and quarterly budgets with finance team and engage in financial planning

YOU BRING:
- Bachelor degree or higher in Production Management, Supply Chain, Mechanical Engineering or
equivalent
- 3+ years of work experience in sourcing and procurement preferably (but not necessary) in
automotive or aerospace industry
- Excellent negotiation skills
- Strong attention to detail and excellent analytical skills
- Fluent in German and good English skills

WE OFFER:
-

Immense learning and high level of responsibility from day 1
Dynamic startup environment and growing international team
Support in personal and professional development
Brand new modern office and final assembly facility in HafenCity

SOUNDS INTERESTING? Please send your CV and relevant documents to we@nuwiel.de

NÜWIEL GmbH
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